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Novel X-Ray Imaging Methods
at the Nova Laser Facility

D. Ress, L. B. DaSilva, R. A. London, J. E. Trebes, and R. A. Lerche

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

D. K. Bradley

Laboratory for Laser Energetics, University of Rochester

We are pursuing several novel x-ray imaging schemes to

measure plasma parameters in inertial-confinement fusion

experiments. 1 This paper will review two quite successful

approaches, the soft x-ray moir6 deflectometer, and the annular

(ring) coded-aperture microscope. The deflectometer is the newer

diagnostic, and this paper will concentrate on this topic. We will

describe the operating principles of moir6 deflectometry, give the

motivations for soft x-ray probing, describe the physical apparatus in

detail, and present some sample images and results. The ring coded-

aperture microscope has been described previously, 2-4 so here we

will only briefly review the principle of the instrument. We will

concentrate on the signal-to-noise ratio calculations that motivate

the use of annular coded apertures, and describe recent work to

predict and measure the resolution of the instrument.

Soft X-Ray Moir4 Deflectometer

" We use moir6 deflectometry to measure the electron density

spatial profile of a plasma. When a bear_ of collimated light travels

through a plasma, it is refracted by electron-density gradients. Moir6

deflectometry is a scheme to measure the refraction, and thus



degree of spatial coherence in the illumination source, and the

alignment tolerances are quite relaxed. Deflectometry has been used

to do routine characterization of optical components, and

dynamical studies of fluid flow in wind tunnels and fluid

mixtures. 5 Deflectometry with UV (_ = 337 nm) light has also been

used to measure plasma density variations. 6

To create our deflectogram, we pass a collimated beam of soft x

rays through the plasma. The index-of-refraction gradient in the

plasma bends therays in the probe beam. Defining x as the axis

along which the plasma density changes, and z as the orthogonal

direction in which the probe beams are launched, the deflection

angle is

so

= (1)
mOO

where the integration is carried out along the path of the ray, s(z), so

is the total x-ray patch length through the plasma, and N is the

index of refraction. When the beam then passes through a pair of

rulings, the moir_ fringes are deflected by a distance z_s= d_/O,

where d is the separation between the two rulings. To avoid the

need for absolute calibration when analyzing a deflectogram, the

deflection is best viewed as a normalized quantity, the relative

fringe shift Aq = As/Af= d_/p. At large x, N = 1 and c_N/c,_ = 0

because ne is negligible. Thus, a straight line can be fit to the fringe

paths at large x, and the deviation from this line gives the angular
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deflection as a function of position as we move inwards towards the

target surface. If we assume the plasma to be one dimensional and

integrate from unity at large x, we can determine the index of

refraction profile. If there are significant two-dimensional gradients,

however, we must obtain simultaneous orthogonal deflectograms

to measure to the total derivative of the density. Some symmetry

must also be assumed to invert the line-integration. In our

experiment, we have adjusted the geometry of the laser irradiation

to produce a nearly one-dimensional plasma density variation.

In an unmagnetized plasma, the electron density is simply

related to the index of refraction by

n e = ncp (1 - N2), (2)

where ncp refers to the critical density for the soft x-ray probe beam,

ncp = 4.6 x 1024 cm-3 for _, = 15.5 nm. This equation is used to
I

determine the electron density profile from the index of refraction

profile. Throughout the corona, the index of refraction is slightly

perturbed from unity. As a result, a simple ray-tracing

approximation will accurately describe the probe beam propagation.

Also, plasmas with long transverse scales can be studied.

The short wavelength probe radiation is therefore necessary to

avoid excessive refraction. For a uniform-slab plasma of length L,

we can approximate for ne/ncp << 1 ...

1 n e L (3)
=- 2 ncp L t
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where the transverse (to the probe beam) density-gradient

scalelength Lt = [1/ne o_ne/o_x]-1, and the critical density for the probe

radiation is ncp. From modeling we expect that Lt is as small as 20

pm in the corona. Assume that L = I mm. To get {#< 0.1, a

reasonable limit to avoid excessive image distortion, we require _, <

22 nm.

We controlled the sensitivity of the deflectometer by varying

the distance separating the rulings. In practice, diffraction limits the

acceptable values for d. At multiples of a particular distance, dt

=p2/_, where Ais the probe-beam wavelength, the first ruling is 1_elf

imaged onto the second rulingT; these are referred to as Talbot

planes, and are the ideal ruling separations because contrast is

maximized. For spacings midway between the Talbot planes, the

contrast between the moird fringes decreases to zero. Figure 2 shows

the variation of contrast with separation. Note that the phase of the

fringe pattern inverts at successive Talbot planes. When the opaque

and transmissive stripes have equal widths (50% duty cycle),

contrast decreases approximately linearly with separation. When

the stripes have different widths (30% duty cycle is plotted), the

contrast degrades more rapidly as the separation departs from a
..

Talbot plane, and there is little contrast over a broad range of

separations in the vicinity of the midway point.

. Apart from the constraint that d be close to an integer multiple

of dt, we choose the ruling separation so that the dynamic range of

the measurement corresponds to the plasma conditions of interest.

For our experiments, we chose d = 3dt, giving a sensitivity of

5.2 mrad/fringe shift.



Figure 3 illustrates the setup for the deflectometry experiments.

We produced an x-ray laser probe beam by irradiating a Y foil with

531-nm light from one of the Nova beams. The x-ray laser typically

delivers approximately 7 mJ of energy at 15.5 nm in a beam that

diverges at a 5 mrad half angle. The pulse duration is 150-200 ps. 8

The laser parameters are generally repeatable to within :b.30%.

In a number of our experiments, we created the target plasma by

using a second Nova laser beam to irradiate a planar target, a 5-mm-

square slab of polyethylene (CH). To create a relatively gentle

electron density profle and to minimize x-ray self-emission, we

irradiated the target at a relatively low intensity, I = 2.5 x 1013

W/cm 2. The laser pulse was 1-ns long, temporally square,

delivering a total energy of 1._ kJ. The timing the target-plasma

beam was delayed 2.7 ns relative to the x-ray-laser drive beam so

that the x-ray probe passed through plasma 0.9 ns after the start of

the target irradiation. To maximize the observed fringe deflections,

we used a large, 3-mm-diam laser spot. The target was mounted

vertically in the target chamber, normal to the Nova beam, and the

laser was aimed toward the bottom of the target surface.

To transport the x-ray laser to the target plasma and to image

the illuminated target plane, we use a sequence of mirrors. The

substrate of each mirror is a low-scatter, highly polished silica, with

a reflective coating consisting of 30 alternating 5.59-nm layers of Si

and 2.39-nm layers of Mo. The x-ray laser beam first travels 50 cm to

a 2.5-cm-diam spherical mirror that produces a 5-mm-diam

collimated beam. After propagating another 50 cm, this beam

illuminates the laser-plasma target. The target plasma is imaged by a



second spherical mirror focused at the center of the plasma. The

image formed by this mirror is relayed by two 45° fiat mirrors to the

detector plane. Various imaging geometries have been used to

provide magnifications varying from 3.5 to 20. Before illuminating

the rulings to form the moird pattern, the image also passes

through one or two filters each consisting of a thin layer (50-200

nm) of AI or Ti each on a substrate of 100-nm-thick lexan. The

filtering must be adjusted depending on the magnification of the

imaging system. The overall combination of mirrors and filters

produces a 0.5-nm-wide photon passband centered at 15.5 nm. The

narrow band screens out most of the plasma self-emission and

improves the signal-to-noise ratio in the deflectogram.

The moird pattern is formed by passing the image through a

pair of 200-nm-thick gold-bar rulings with spacing p = 10 pro. The

rotational offset was adjusted to give the desired fringe spacing in

the object plane. Typically 0 < 4° gives a spacing of greater than

140 _m at the detector; the spacing referred to the object plane is

reduced by the imaging system magnification. The bars were

oriented approximately parallel to the disk target surface so that the

deflectogram would reveal density variations normal to the disk

surface. The rulings were fabricated on a 1-cm-square substrate of

100-nm-thick SiN using a combination of positive lithography and

gold vapor deposition.

We recorded the resulting moird deflectogram using a CCD

camera. As with the ruling spacing, the contrast is optimized by

constraining the separation between the back ruling and the CCD

camera to be an integer multiple of the Talbot spacing; we chose a



separation 2dt - 12.9 mm The CCD camera uses a 1024 x 1024 chip

illuminated through its thinned backside and has an efficiency of

3.4 electrons/photon at ,_ = 15.5 nm. The camera is thermo-

electronically cooled to -30°C, giving a typical read-noise level of

about 20 electrons/pixel.

We have created a number of deflectograms with the new

diagnostic. The first was a control experiment to check the

diagnostic arrangement and the performance of the x-ray laser probe

beam. In later experiments, we formed deflectograms of various

laser-produced plasmas evolved from CH targets.

In our control experiment, we created the x-ray laser probe beam

without plasma. The image [Fig. 4(a)] shows a uniform and

unperturbed moir_ pattern throughout, except where the beam is

blocked by the CH target. Fringe spacing is 15 _m referred to the

target plane. The fringe contrast is 0.43, as compared to the

theoretical maximum of 0.67 obtained by integrating the theoretical

contrast variation over the instrumental resolution. The contrast

was probably reduced by ruling imperfections; there is little self

emission from the CH plasma.

In later experiments, we created deflectograms of CH plasmas.

Fig. 4(b) shows a magnification 10 image. The fringes bend

substantially as they approach the target surface. We observe a shift

of up to 3.9 fringes spacings corresponding to a 20 mrad deflection.

Fig. 4(c) was taken at low magnification, M = 3.5, but high sensitivity

to give a good measurement of the underdense coronal plasma far

from the target surface. This image shows relatively straight moir(_

fringes in areas that are far from the laser-illuminated surface.
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Closer to the surface there are distinct deflections as large as 1.5

fringe spacings, corresponding to a refractive angle of 1.4 mrad.

A computer program was written to track the fringe positions.

The program first removes amplitude modulations and fixed offsets

from the deflectogram. It then finds the local minima in each row

of the image, and calculates the centroid of the fringe between each

pair of minima. By scanning through the rows of the image, then,

we obtain the fringe trajectories. A set of straight lines are fit to the

fringe trajectories in an unperturbed portion of the image. The

same fringes are tracked into the perturbed portion of the image,

and deviations from the straight lines are calculated and converted

to angular deflection. Some examples of the deflection profiles,

taken from the deflectogram shown Fig. 4(b), are shown in Fig. 5(a).

Profiles from eleven adjacent fringes are overlaid in the figure;

there is little variation between the different fringes. Observed noise

level (standard deviation) in the unperturbed part of the image is

about 0.25 mrad.

The observed deflection profile is imaged with respect to the

center of the plasma. The imaging system maps the rays back to the

plasma center on straight lines. In reality, the ray paths through the

plasma a curved by refraction, and this introduces distortion in the

deflectogram. If the refraction is small enough that rays from

different fringes do not cross one another, we can correct the

distortion by an iterative procedure. A computer program was

written and used to correct the profile for refraction, but we find

only very small distortions.



Figure 5(b) shows the density profile obtained by this n_ethod.

Because the fringe deflections shown in 5(a) are so repeatable, we

used the average deflection to further reduce noise. Some initial

value must be assumed for the density at the edge of the

deflectogram; we use a value of 2 X 1020 cm -3 obtained by tracking

fringes from the deflectogram of Fig. 4(c). There is a :b.20-_m

uncertair_ty _ the absolute position of the profile, because no spatial

fiducial is available to accurately identify the original position of the

disk surface. The experimental density plot shows representative

error bars. The relative error decreases (like the square root of x) as

the density increases because of the averaging associated with the

numerical integration

The code results for deflection and electron density are

compared to the measurement in Figs. 5(a) and (b), respectively. The

ray-tracing calculation was carried out using a calculated density

profile obtained from the hydrodynamic simulation code LASNEX.

The measured deflections and density profiles show good (+_20%)

agreement with the simulation results.

Ring Coded-Aperture Microscope

In x-ray coded-aperture imaging, the radiation from some
o.

source region is projected through a specially shaped aperture to

produce a coded image. This image must then be reconstructed

obtain an image of the source region. The ring coded-aperture

microscope (RAM) uses a single annulus as the coding aperture to

produce a significant increase in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in the

reconstructed source image, when compared to a pinhole at

equivalent spatial resolution. A large enhancement in SNR



requires that the aperture diameter is much larger than the source

diameter. The RAM is therefore very useful to image the small

cores of imploded laser-fusion capsules. The spatial resolution of

the RAM has been investigated both experimentally and through

diffraction calculations. The resolution is at least as small as the

" width of the annulus, and may be smaller under particular

circumstances. We have obtained very high-quality (SNR = 100)

time-integrated images of indirectly driven targets. By coupling ring

apertures with x-ray framing cameras, we have also obtained high-

quality (SNR = 30) time-resolved images of directly driven capsule

cores. These images can be used to observe the symmetry of the

drive and the hydrodynamics of the implosion. Recently, we also

obtained images of short-pulse laser (0.6 ps) irradiations of Ta

targets.

Coded apertures can enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of two-

dimensional images as compared to pinhole imaging at equivalent

spatial resolution. In coded-aperture imaging, an x-ray source

illuminates a specially shaped aperture to produce a coded image on

a detector. This image is reconstructed, often by deconvolution, to
-

produce an estimate of the source spatial distribution, an image of

the source. The enhancement in SNR is entirely due to the larger

solid angle available from the coded aperture. However, the coded

_ apertures also increase the noise in the reconstructed image. As a

result, the enhancement in SNR of a coded aperture relative to a

pinhole camera increases with coded-aperture radius R, and

decreases with source radius, rs.



We can quantify these arguments..The SNR for a pinhole

camera is given approximately by

zls2 (EEs)I/2
SNRphc = 0.25 11 (4)

where Lls is the pinhole diameter, 11the source-aperture distance, Es

is the source fluence (assumed to be isotropic), and E is the detector

quantum efficiency. We have assumed here that the magnification

M ,,> 1. Using methods presented in Ref. 3, we can calculate similar

approximations for penumbral apertures, annular apertures and for

zone plates. (The calculations all assume a uniformly bright source

disk with radius rs.) The enhancement in SNR is made manifest by

examining the ratios of coded-aperture SNR to the pinhole SNR

expression given above. The results are:

SNRpenumbral _" As (5)
SNRphc = 0.89 r----_;

= 1.8 R_R._I_;
SNRannular

SNRphc 'Vrs" (6)

SNRzone-plate R (7)
SNRphc - 0.72 r-_"

The drawback to penumbral imaging is the undesirable scaling of

SNR enhancement with resolution. Typical values for R/rs vary

from 4 to 20 in ICF experiments. Zone plates give the largest

enhancement for the larger ratios, while annular apertures work

best at the smaller ratios. The annulus is much easier and less

expensive to fabricate than the zone plate, and therefore we have

chosen to use the annulus for coded-aperture imaging.
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The spatialresolutionofa ring,aperturemicroscopeis

ultimatelylimitedby thefrequencyresponseoftheannularpoint-

spreadfunction.Itis,infact,possibletoreconstructsourcesatfiner

resolutionthanthewidthoftheaperturepoint-spreadfunction,

providedthereissufficientsignal.The finertheresolution,

however,thelargermust be thesignaltoproduceequivalentSNR.

In thelimitthattheresolutionismuch smallerthantheannular

widthofthePSF,theSNR enhancementreducestoa formsimilar

toEq.6,and theannularimagingbecomesa two-edgedpenumbral

imaging.

Inpractice,we usuallyunfoldtheannularcodedimagesby

deconvolutionor autocorrelationwithan infinitesimalring,and

do notattempttodeconvolvetheadditionalbroadeningassociated

withtheannularwidthofthePSF.Usingthismethod,thespatial

resolutionislimitedby thatannularwidth.Thiswidthcanreadily

becalculatedusingscalar-diffractiontheory.The detailsofthis

calculationgo beyondthescopeofthispaper,butthefinalresultis

simpleand intuitive.Generally,we operatetheRAM ina regime

wherewe areintheFresnelfieldoftheannularslit,butthenear

fieldoftheapertureasa whole.Inthiscase,theintensity

distributioniswellapproximatedby asincfunctioninradial

coordinates(r)abouttheannulus:

R As 2 sinc(_"As [(1 + M)R - r].) (8)• l(r)- 4_12r _ MAll

where ;I,is the wavelength of the x rays. The spatial resolution, ziq,

is generally defined as the distance between the peak intensity and
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the first zero. Dividing by the magnification to refer the resolution

to the source plane, we get ,dq = ll;L/As. For typical parameters, a 5-

llm-wide annulus, 4.7 keV x rays giving ,_ = 2.6 nm, and 11= 3 cm,

we get Aq = 3.2 l_n. Because we are in the Fresnel zone of annular

slit, 11< As2/_L, the projected width of the annulus is smaller than its

geometric projection. For a pinhole, this was referred to as

"spurious resolution", 9 but in coded-aperture imaging it may be

possible to exploit this effect to improve the spatial resolution.

We are attempting to measure the resolution limits of the

RAM. Previous experiments used small arrays of pinholes

illuminated by an x-ray backlighter. The pinhole array, shown in

Fig. 6(a) was fabricated by same combination of UV lithography and

electroplating that was used to fabricate the annular apertures. 3

Using a Ti-K (4.7 keV) backlighter, we obtained the coded image

shown in Fig. 6Co). The reconstructed image shows all the pinholes,

but their diameters are all similar, and we conclude that the spatial

resolution is equal to the width of the annulus, in this case = 8 _tm.

These backlighting experiments, however, do not match the

assumptions upon which the previous diffraction calculations are

based. When the RAM images the backlit target, the radiation first

propagates from backlighter to the resolution target. This is not

equivalent to a small collection of incoherent self-emission sources

positioned on surface of the resolution target, so this method does

not reveal the expected diffraction pattern.

To test the diffraction calculations, we have devised a different

type of resolution target. It consists of a pattern of 1.5- to 5-1Jm-diam

round Ti or Fe dots lithographically deposited on a Si substrate.



When this target is irradiated by a short pulse from a high-intensity

visible-light laser, we expect to produce small regions of

narrowband K-shell self-emission. A RAM image of this target

should reveal the predicted PSF. These experiments are in progress,

and the results will be presented in a later publication.

" The RAM has produced images of a variety of laser-produced

plasmas. Its earliest use at the Nova laser facility was in implosion-

symmetry experiments where 525-ttm-diam plastic-sheU capsules

are compressed to a diameter by a factor of approxiraately seven.

The capsules consist of a 50-_tm-thick plastic hollow CH shell

containing a combination of deuterium gas at a pressure of 50 atm

and 0.1 atm or argon dopant gas to enhance x-ray emission from the

fuel region. The capsule is mounted in the center of a cylindrical

gold laser-illuminated hohlraum to provide a fairly uniform x-ray

drive onto the capsule. 10 As the laser pointing into the hohlraum

is changed, the time-averaged x-ray drive symmetry changes from

oblate to round to prolate. When the capsule implodes, the fuel

becomes hot (typically > 1 keV), and emits x rays. The shape of this

core reveals the symmetry of the x-ray drive on the capsule, as

shown in Fig. 7.

The spatial resolution of capsule core images may ultimately be

limited by temporal blurring. X-ray framing cameras with 80-ps

time resolution are now available. On one of these cameras, we

substituted an array of annuli for the usual pinholes to obtain a

sequence of time-resolved coded images. 4 A large number of core

images were obtained by this gated RAM at the Omega laser facility;

the results will be published elsewhere. _ne RAM provides a factor



of 4 improvelaent in SNR over pinhole imaging for these framing

cameras. The improvement in SNR may be essential to obtain

useful core images with recently developed 40-ps framing cameras

that have substantially lower gain. 11

Finally, we have begun to apply the RAM to image the plasmas

produced by short-pulse (0,6 ps) laser irradiation of solid targets.

Typically, 4 J of visible light are focused to a 22 by 40 _ (FWHM)

spot to produce an intensity of = 7 x 1017 W/cm2.12 These

experiments seek to produce high-energy (>50 keV) electrons _vith

good efficiency. X-ray images should reveal some aspects of the

electron transport from the laser-irradiated region into the

surrounding material. A pair of example images are shown in

Fig. 8. The target here was a Ta slab imaged at normal incidence.

The low-energy x-ray image shows a fairly uniform spot that is

about three times larger than the laser spot, while the high-energy

image is larger yet and more highly structured. The images indicate

substantial electron transport from the laser-illuminated region to

the surrounding material.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated soft x-ray moir_ deflectometry as a

density diagnostic for laser-produced plasma. A collimated soft x-ray

laser beam was used to probe a laser-produced CH plasma. The

backlit image of the plasma was imaged onto a pair of one-

dimensional rulings using a variety of reflective multi-layer soft x-

ray optics. The deflectogram, a moir_ pattern produced by the pair of

rulings, was acquired by a CCD camera. The deflectogram was

analyzed with a computer program that tracked the fringes, and

o



determined their deflections from a straight line fit to fringes in a

relatively unperturbed part of the image. The deflections were then

integrated to get an estimate of the electron density spatial profile.

An annular coded-aperture imaging scheme, the RAM, has

produced a variety of high-quality x-ray images of laser-fusion

targets. At high photon energies, it becomes difficult and expensive

to use reflective optics, but pinhole imaging provides insufficient

SNR when high resolution is desired. In these circumstances, the

RAM offers a convenient and inexpensive imaging scheme. Spatial

resolution of the RAM has been demonstrated to be at least as small

as the width of the aperture annulus. The RAM has been used with

good results in both x-ray and laser driven symmetry experiments,

and is presently being employed in short-pulse laser-solid

interaction exFeriments.

*This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy
by Lawrence Livermore Nattonal Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48.
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Figure 1. A moir_ pattern is produced by overlaying two rotationally offset one-

dimensional rulings.

Figure 2. Variation of moir_ fringe contrast with ruling separation distance

normalized to the Talbot-plane spacing. The contrast degrades more rapidly with

• ruling separation when the opaque and transmissive stripes have different

widths (duty cycle _ 50%).

Figt:re 3. Experimental arrangment for the plasma density measurements.

Figure 4. Three example deflectograms produced by the experiments: (a) control
i

image shows unperturbed moir_ pattern; (b) high-magnification plasma

deflectogram shows deflections of up to 3.9 fringe spacings; (c) low-magnification

image shows presence of plasma far from the target surface, complementing the

measurement in (b).

Figure 5. Analysis of the plasma deflectogram: (a) measured deflections of up to

20 mrad are observed, with good agreement to computational predictions; (b) the

measured density is >3 x 1021 cm-3.

Figure 6. Measurement of the RAM spatial resolution with a backlit array of

pinholes: (a) The pinhole array was a 4 x 4 array of holes in 10-_m-thick Au

substrate. The requested diameters varying from 10 _m to 4 j_m, but problems

with the UV lithography resulted in linearly tapered holes with minimum

diameters 4 _m smaller than requested. The minimum diameters are shown; the

smallest pinhole was plugged. (b) The unfokied RAM images show little

variation in FWHM diameter indicating that resolution is similar to the 8-_m

width of the RAM annulus.

Figure 7. X-ray images of the imploded target core were used to measure the

time-integrated uniformity of the radiation drive. These three images show the
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variationofcapsulesymmetryfromcblatetoroundtoprolateasthelaser-beam

pointingintothehohlraumwas varied.

Figure8.RAM imagesofan0.6-psdurationlaserirradiationofa Ta target:(a)A

low-energybroadband(12< hv < 3 keV)imageshowsawell-definedspotthatis

-3x largerthanthelaserspot.(b)A high-energyimageofasimilarirradiationis

largerstill,Withseparatepeaksand otherinterestingstructure.
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